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October 12, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR:

MR . CHAPIN

A number of odds and ends. First, get Ollie, and maybe the press
people, looking for some better film of the kids in Ireland - both
stilla and movie footage. There should be lome sensational
pictures out of that, but nothing we've seen eo far really amounts
to much .
When the President is in California on election day, he wants to have
~ erritt in to do another portrait of him. He'll take some time on
that day to do it.
In scheduling Florida, consider Fort Lauderdale and Palm Beach,

and the west coast, doing some things where we haven't been. The
President is not particularly intereeted in St. Petersburg , Tampa,
or Orlando.
Will you check up on Tricia'e scheduling and give me a report on why
they knocked off Utah and Tennessee early this week. Was this
screwed up? Ie there a story out that sbe has canceled now? The
famil\l is all very much concerned about this.
Also, get them going fast on a Pat Nixon schedule. either here at
the White House or on the road to keep her busy during the time the
President is campaigning. She should not accompany him on any of
the campaign activity, except the rally in California. She should
end up there on the 30th, but nothing other than that.
For California we should probably go ahead and lock up the 30th, but
only if Murphy and Reagan can be there.
The President suggests that when Pat Nixon is with him on a campaign
thing, it might be better for her and the kids, if they are along, to
sit in a guest of honor box, instead of sitting on the platform. They can
then be introduced from their place in the audience, which is a little
more appropriate when he's not running for office.

Mr. Chapin
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October 12, 1970

There is to be no meet ing set up with the local press on the campaign
stops - just an opportunity for a handshake . Don't get into a thing
where he has to answer questions from them. He might do so, but
Ihe doesn't want to be locked into it.

H . R. HALDEMAN

-'
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